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Many systems respond to slowly hanging external onditions with rakling noise, reated by
avalanhes or pulses of a broad range of sizes. Examples range from Barkhausen Noise in magnets to
earthquakes. Here we disuss how the saling behavior of the avalanhe size and duration distribution
and the power spetra of this noise depend on the rate Ω at whih the external onditions are
hanged. We derive an exponent inequality as a riteria for the relevane of adding a small driving
rate Ω to the adiabati model. We use the zero temperature nonequilibrium random eld Ising
model to test our results, whih are expeted to be appliable to a large lass of systems with
rakling noise. They also agree with reent experiments on Barkhausen noise in various materials.
PACS numbers: 75.60.Ej, 05.40.-a, 64.60.Ht
Jerky response to smoothly varying fores has been
enjoying inreasing attention for more than a deade.
One reason for this is the surprising universality ob-
served in the noise statistis of vastly dierent sys-
tems. Earthquake faults, magneti tapes, vorties in
type II superondutors, harge density waves, mehani-
ally failing materials, and many other systems respond
to slowly hanging external onditions with disrete,
impulse-like events (avalanhes, or pulses, leading to
familiar rakling noise [1℄) that span a huge range of
sizes: earthquakes for example are known to range from
tiny tremors to devastating magnitude 9 quakes on the
Rihter sale [2℄. Martensites rakle when subjeted to
slow temperature or stress hanges [3, 4℄. Similarly, when
a magneti tape is slowly magnetized by an external mag-
neti eld, the proess happens in steps (Barkhausen
noise (BN)), by avalanhes of re-orienting magneti do-
mains, that range from mirosopi to marosopi in size
[5℄. The avalanhe size and duration distributions are of-
ten desribed by universal power laws over a broad range
of sizes. The saling behavior on long length sales is in-
dependent of the mirosopi details, and only dependent
on a few basi properties, suh as symmetries, dimen-
sions, interation range, and dynamis (and a few others).
In many systems this universality has been explained the-
oretially as being due to either proximity to an under-
lying ritial point [6℄, or so alled self-organized riti-
ality (SOC) [7℄.
Typially these systems are studied in the adiabati
limit where the rate Ω at whih the driving fore F = Ωt
is inreased, is taken to zero allowing for a separation
of the time sale of the fast loal relaxation (given by
the avalanhe durations) from the sale set by the slow
external driving (given by the rate Ω). For experiments
and ommerial appliations it is important to under-
stand the eet of a nite but small driving rate Ω > 0
on the pulse statistis. In this letter we study this ques-
tion, speially fousing on the experimentally readily
aessible BN in magnets as the primary example. Our
results are fairly general in nature and expeted to be ap-
pliable to a muh larger lass of systems with rakling
noise.
A number of models have been used to study rak-
ling noise ranging from interfae depinning models and
sandpile models, to models with many interating inter-
faes due to domain nuleation. While we believe the
main results we report in this letter will apply to many
approahes in the slow sweep rate regime we use a vari-
ant of the zero temperature, nonequilibrium random eld
Ising model (ztneRFIM) to illustrate our results. The zt-
neRFIM is a simple model for hysteresis and avalanhes
(BN) in magnets [6, 8℄. Negleting the mirosopi de-
tails it assumes a hyperubi lattie of spins si = ±1 with
the Hamiltonian:
H = −J
∑
〈i,j〉
sisj −
∑
i
(H(t) + hi)si (1)
where the rst term represents the ferromagnetially
oupled nearest neighbors (with oupling J > 0),
H(t) = Ωt is the external applied eld, and hi is
the random magneti eld with Gaussian distribution
ρ(hi) = exp(−h2i /(2R2))/(R
√
2π). hi models unorre-
lated quenhed disorder. Other types of disorder, suh
as random anisotropies, and random ferromagneti bonds
are expeted to be in the same universality lass [9, 10℄.
We study the model at zero temperature, far from
thermal equilibrium to model systems in whih the ther-
mal relaxation time sale is muh larger than experimen-
tal time sales. One sweep in our simulation begins at
H = −∞ ausing all spins to be down. We then raise the
external eld slowly and ip eah spin si when its loal
eetive eld
heffi = H(t) +
∑
〈i〉
Jsj + hi (2)
hanges from negative to positive. (Here 〈i〉 stands for
the nearest neighbors of site i.) A single spin ip takes
a mirosopi time δt ≡ 1. It an trigger an avalanhe
2of spin ips propagated through the ferromagneti inter-
ations [6℄. In the adiabati limit Ω → 0, the external
magneti eld is kept onstant during eah avalanhe, it
is only inreased in between avalanhes, until the next
avalanhe is triggered. The avalanhe time prole V (t),
whih is the number of spins ipped during the time in-
terval of length δt at time t is proportional to the voltage
time prole V (t) measured in the indution oil in a or-
responding BN experiment during a BN pulse.
For the adiabati ase it has been shown [6℄ that near
a ritial amount of disorder R = Rc and a ritial
value of the magneti eld H = Hc the avalanhe size
and duration distributions sale on long length sales
as Ds(S) ∼ S−τDs(Sh1/(σβδ), h/rβδ) and Dt(T ) ∼
T−αDt(Thνz/(βδ), h/rβδ), respetively, where r ≡ |(R −
Rc)/R| and h ≡ |(H − Hc)/H |. Ds and Dt are uni-
versal saling funtions and σ, ν, z, β, δ, α, τ are all
universal exponents that are known for the adiabati
ase and are not all independent [9℄. The saling rela-
tion between the size and duration, T ∼ Sσνz relates
α to τ through α = τ−1σνz + 1. Numerial simulations
render τ = 1.60 ± 0.06 and α = 2.05 ± 0.05 for this
model [11℄. Away from the ritial point the orrelation
length ξ ∼ r−νΞ(h/rβδ) is nite, as is reeted by a ut-
o to the power law saling regime at a largest avalanhe
S∗ ∼ ξ1/σν and a largest duration T ∗ ∼ ξz . (Here Ξ is
another universal saling funtion.)
At nite Ω new avalanhes an be triggered by the in-
reasing external eld before a previous one is ompleted.
In this regime pulses observed in the time series V (t) do
not neessarily orrespond to the avalanhes found in the
adiabati limit. (We stress here the subtle but neessary
distintion between avalanhe and pulse.) Sine there
is no mehanism in the model for the sweep rate to eet
the loal dynamis of a spin ip (a spin ips in one time
step if its loal eld goes from negative to positive regard-
less of how large the positive loal eld is) the observed
dierenes between pulses for nite Ω, and avalanhes
for zero Ω, are a result of the simultaneous propagation
of avalanhes as well as the possible internal hanges to
avalanhes indued by spatial overlap of simultaneously
propagating avalanhes at nite Ω. For omparison with
experiments it is important to understand how the pulse
size and duration distributions are aeted by temporal
and spatial overlap of the avalanhes as Ω is inreased
from zero.
A number of experimental results have been reported
in the literature regarding sweep rate eets on saling
exponents of pulse statistis[12, 13, 14℄. For BN in soft
magnets without applied stress and with α(Ω = 0) = 2 it
has been reported that α and τ exhibit a linear sweep rate
dependene on Ω as Ω is inreased from zero, whereas
experiments with applied stress give α(Ω = 0) < 2 and
at nite Ω the α and τ exponents do not depend on Ω.
In the following we will show that these results an, in
fat, be generalized and explained by straight forward
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FIG. 1: Simulated BN voltage V (number of spins ipping
per δt) as a funtion of applied external magneti eldH
ext(t)
(measured in units of oupling J), obtained using the ztneR-
FIM. At the bottom one an observe separate pulses. As
sweep rate is inreased the pulses merge and beome bigger
until no separate pulses an be observed.
temporal superposition of the adiabati avalanhes as Ω
is inreased.
There are two important threshold sweep rates, Ωt and
Ωs that mark the transitions to avalanhes overlapping
in time (Ω > Ωt), and in spae and time (Ω > Ωs):
(1) The lowest sweep rate Ω = Ωt at whih on av-
erage suessive avalanhes overlap in time so that one
obtains a marosopi uninterrupted pulse (see Fig 1), is
alled the upper bound of slow(note that for Ω > Ωt
the number of pulses is greatly redued making it di-
ult to obtain pulse statistis at all). To estimate Ωt we
set the inrease in H during the mean avalanhe duration
〈T 〉 equal to the mean separation 1a(H) (in H) between
suessive avalanhe seeds, and nd
Ωt ≡ 1
a(H) 〈T 〉 = (
1
a˜(H) 〈T 〉)
1
Ld
, (3)
where a(H) ≡ a˜(H)Ld is the non-universal number of
avalanhe seeds per unit eld inrease, and a˜(H) is inde-
pendent of the system size Ld (here L is the linear system
size and d is the dimension of the system). In general it
is expeted that Ωt will be proportional to 1/n where n
is the number of spins in priniple available to nuleate
an avalanhe (volume in our model, and surfae for sin-
gle domain wall propagation). Eq.(3) implies that in the
thermodynami limit any nite sweep rate Ω results in
the loss of distint pulses, sine all avalanhes merge into
only one big pulse.
(2) The lowest sweep rate Ωs at whih suessive
avalanhes tend to overlap not only in time, but also
spae an be estimated as follows: at Ωs the expeted
number of new avalanhe seeds triggered by the inreas-
ing external magneti eld within the volume of a large
propagating avalanhe of adiabati size S, during its du-
ration T , is a nite fration of S. If τ > 2 (i.e. 〈S〉 is not
3divergent) Ωs ∼ 1T∗ ≫ Ωt (for large enough L). If τ < 2,
in terms of the adiabati quantities, we nd [15℄
Ωs ∼ ξ
(τ−2)/(σν)
T ∗
∼ ξ(τ−2−σνz)/(σν) . (4)
For large enough system sizes L, for nite orrelation
length ξ, one again obtains Ωs ≫ Ωt. Therefore, the re-
sulting time series V (t) in a BN experiment in the slow
sweep rate regime Ω < Ωt is simply a superposition of
voltages produed by the individual simultaneously prop-
agating avalanhes.
Superimposing power law distributed pulses yields re-
sults onsistent with the experiments. The reason for this
requires disussion: on the one hand, the time between
suessive avalanhe nuleations dereases for inreasing
sweep rate Ω. On the other hand the duration of the
avalanhe results from the dynamis of the material and,
in the slow sweep rate regime, does not depend on the Ω.
This is true for all avalanhe models we have onsidered.
The resulting pulse distributions are aeted in two ways:
(A) an avalanhe of a ertain size an appear to take
longer, sine a seond avalanhe starts before the rst
one ends, and runs longer (swelling). (B) Avalanhes
an ompletely disappear (absorption) from the distri-
butions due to their time interval of propagation lying
entirely within that of another avalanhe.
(A) To illustrate the relationship between swelling
and the adiabati exponents we note that the largest
avalanhe nuleated during the propagation of another
avalanhe of duration T (with α > 1) is given by-
T (2)max ∼ (a(H)T Ω)
1
α−1
(5)
If α > 2 the avalanhe of duration T will not swell ap-
preiably sine T
(2)
max ∼ T ε where ǫ < 1 and the new
swollen pulse is, at its largest, T + T
(2)
max ∼ T for large
T . For α < 2, however T
(2)
max > T is no longer negligible:
by iteration the proess runs away for very small sweep
rate (for Ω > Ωt ∼ 1Ld+z(2−α) , see eqn(3) for α < 2). For
α = 2 there is a linear inrease in the duration that is
T → γT . In this ase, as we see below, absorption leads
to a linear hange of α with the sweep rate.
The disussion for the pulse size distribution runs anal-
ogously: The largest seondary avalanhe triggered by
the inreasing eld during a primary avalanhe of dura-
tion T has size (for τ > 1)
S(2)max ∼ (a(H)T Ω)
1
τ−1
(6)
The sweep rate signiantly aets the distribution only
if S
(2)
max ≥ S. This ours if σνzτ−1 ≥ 1, i.e. if α ≤ 2 in
agreement with the above argument for the duration dis-
tribution. If α < 2 the eets of sweep rate on the size
distribution an be seen in [16℄ whih we would argue
results not in a derease in the exponents, as suggested,
but in a dereasing region S < S∗ over whih the distri-
bution an be desribed by a power law at all (see [15℄
for more details) with S∗ ∼ Ω−
(α−1)
(τ−1)(2−α)
.
(B) The relationship between absorption and the adi-
abati exponents is similar. As Ω is inreased from zero,
note, that for an avalanhe to maintain its identity (in
terms of size and duration) it must not be absorbed
into (i.e. propagate simultaneously with) larger ones.
We assume the avalanhes are unorrelated in amplitude
and have a nuleation density whih an be desribed
by a smoothly varying funtion of h and the probability
D(T,Ω) that a ertain avalanhe of duration T remains
a pulse of duration T as Ω is inreased is given by
D(T,Ω) = D(T,Ω→ 0) ·
∏
T ′>T
(1− P (T ′,Ω→ 0)), (7)
where P (T ′,Ω→ 0) is the probability that the avalanhe
of duration T is absorbed in an avalanhe of duration
T ′. A detailed analysis of both swelling and absorption
is given elsewhere [15℄. One nds that the eet of a slow
but nite sweep rate depends on the adiabati value of
the exponent α: (1) For α(Ω = 0) > 2, on long length and
time sales, we expet no hange in the saling exponents
due to the introdution of a slow sweep rate Ω < Ωt. (2)
For α(Ω = 0) = 2 we nd a linear dependene of some of
the exponents on the (slow) sweep rate:
α(Ω) = 2− κΩ τ(Ω) = 3
2
− κΩ
2
(8)
where κ is a non-universal onstant. This is in agree-
ment with the results found earlier for the ABBM model
[17, 18, 19℄, a single domain wall model [20℄, as well as for
experiments in soft magnets with BN due to the propa-
gation of parallel domain walls [13℄: all of these systems
have α(Ω = 0) = 2. (3) For α(Ω = 0) < 2 the pulse
perspetive is lost even for very small sweep rates sine
temporal overlap takes over (leading to a large runaway
pulse). For nite (but large) system size, in the slow
sweep rate regime Ω < Ωt, so that one an atually still
observe distint pulses, these pulses will be distributed
aording to the adiabati saling forms, sine in this
ase they tend to be very sparse on the time axis. This
result also agrees with experimental results of Durin and
Zapperi on soft magnets with stress indued anisotropies
[13℄.
Numerially in the 3-d ztneRFIM we nd that α(Ω)
appears to have a linear dependene on Ω sine the zt-
neRFIM has α = 2.05± .05, i.e. very lose to 2 (see g.
2). We would expet, however, that if α>2, for very large
durations (roughly T ≥ 10 1ε where α = 2 + ε , for our
problem ǫ = .05) we would nd, in the large system size
limit, the nite but slow sweep rate to leave the exponent
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FIG. 2: Distribution of avalanhe durations T (number of
time steps δt = 1) at H ∼ Hc and R ∼ Rc for dierent sweep
rates for the ztneRFIM in d = 3 dimensions. Inset shows
linear sweep rate dependene of the exponent α taken from
power law ts to the duration distributions. The simulated
systems have L
d = 5003 spins. The data has been averaged
over 20 disorder realizations.
α unhanged. We estimate the system size required to
bring the exponent to within the error bars (i.e. ±.05) of
the adiabati value for α = 2.05 and we nd the system
size must be orders of magnitude larger than the largest
system we an simulate (5003) (see [21℄ for details of the
base algorithm). It should be easier to observe the expo-
nent independene in models with α signiantly greater
than 2.
Conveniently it an be shown [22℄ that the high fre-
queny saling behavior of the power spetra (PS) of the
the BN voltage time series is independent of the sweep
rate for Ω < Ωs. This is a diret onsequene of the time
series being a mere superposition of the unorrelated adi-
abati avalanhes. For Poissonian distributed avalanhe
nuleation events (as in the ztneRFIM) the PS of the
time series is a simple superposition of the PS of the in-
dividual pulses [22, 23℄ and we note no dierene in the
saling even in the lowest frequeny of the PS. Sine we
are able to diretly extrat many of the exponents asso-
iated with the adiabati avalanhes (z,νz,σνz, 3−τσνz ,
2−τ
σνz )
from the PS regardless of sweep rate, ollapses of the
PS provide a useful tool for probing the olletive be-
havior without needing to address temporal overlap of
avalanhes. For Ω > Ωt where pulse statistis are lost
and avalanhe interations beome important as seen in
[24℄ one must use spetral tools.
In summary we have found that the experimental
observations of sweep rate dependene/independene of
pulse duration and size distribution exponents an be
understood as a onsequene of temporal superposition
of the avalanhes that would be observed in the adia-
bati limit. This onlusion is borne out by our numerial
work on the ztneRFIM where we know that the pulses
are simply a superposition of the adiabati avalanhes.
We also provide riteria for determining for whih sweep
rates pulse statistis provide insight into the adiabati
olletive behavior and when spetral methods will serve
better.
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